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AL BUSATH INTRODUCTION 

Founded in 1989 ,Al Busath is Al Ain based Engineering services company. We  
are specialize in  Design-Build  projects  related  to  Green Houses,Growing systems  
including Hydroponics,Detailed Landscaping & contracts, Irrigation/water 
desallination units and distribution/trading of all agricultural materials & Civil 
Conracting, Poultry  Houses with complete system, fence & other general sheds etc. 

Group includes following companies as: 
Al Busath Al Akhader Agricultural Services Co. LLC 
Al Busath Contracting Co. LLC 
City Class General contracting & Irrigation EST. 
City Class Water Technologies 
Al Khalijiyah Mnagaement & Operation farms 

Our expertise spans from pre-construction services to complete turn-key projects. 

Within  this span of time & experience, Al Busath is held in esteem throughout the  
Agricultural Industry in the region. We believe that our success lies in our  
commitment to understanding and meeting our clients' requirements for safety, 
workmanship, on-time delivery and value for money. 

With 3 sub branches (RAK, Al Dhaid, Liwa), Al Busath covers almost all U.A.E to 
provide their services for their customers.  

With the fast changing environment and upgradating of technology, we commit 
ourselves to improvisation of our procedures and techniques and to continuous 
development. With the willingness to explore the opportunities ahead, we welcome 
future with confidence and high-spirited strength.  
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GENERAL INFORMATION

➢ Basic Information

• Company Name: AL BUSAT AL AKHDAR AGRICULTRURAL SERVICES CO.- (LLC)
• Address: PO Box: 1684, Khalifa Street, besides RAK bank, Al Ain, UAE

• Tel: +97137657036

• Fax: +97137657035

• E-mail: albusath@emirates.net.ae

• Website: www.albusath.com

➢ Licenses Information

• Commercial License No. :  CN-1108699

• Chamber License No. :  51461 

• Establishment Year :  1989

• Legal Form : Limited Liability Company

• Company Owners : Naser Amer Salem Alhameri (90% Shareholder and Chairman)

 Khader Mohammad Ibrahim Hussein (10% Shareholder and
 Manager)

mailto:albusath@emirates.net.ae
http://www.albusath.com/
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  VISVISION, MISSION & CORE VALUES 

“To become a regional leader with diversified business to  

cover allaspects of Agricultural industry,providing value for  

time and money, quality products  and superior services for 

 our customers ” 

“Our priority is to maintain a strong foundation of trust and  

Mutual respect generated through positive relationships with 

 our clients,architects, engineers, sub-contractors and  

suppliers. The foremost goal is Customer Satisfaction and to 

be a trusted Contractor with exceptional performance from  

every member of our company. ” 

CUSTOMER-FOCUS.Our aim is to achieve “total customer  

Service excellence” for all our clients and customers. Customer  

satisfaction is our Motto. Our prime concern is to provide quality 

work beyond client expectation. 

TEAMWORK. We work in harmony towards achieving our  

commonvision. There is synergy in our team, converting  

each personal weakness into strengths. We direct individual 

accomplishments towards organizational objectives by sharing 

together, working together and succeeding together. 

COMMUNICATION.We are open and honest with constructive 

feedback, regardless of our role and the recipient. We take  

Feedback as an opportunity to develop ourselves and  

continuously improve on our skills, products and services.
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    ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING SYSTEM

Al Busath functions on Enterprise Resources Planning (ERP) System thereby synchronising  
Various modules for Engineering Design, Tendering, Marketing, Accounts & Finance, H.R,  
Personnel,Procurement, Cost Control, Job Monitoring and Performance Measures. Integration of 
all the departments and functional areas across the Group is our secret vanity. 

This facilitates Al Busath company-wide integrated information Systems to cover all functional 
areas and performs cores corporate activities and increases customer service augmenting the 
Corporate Image. 
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THE GROUP POLICY STATEMENT 

Honesty, Respect and Trust, Customer Focus, Teamwork and Communication are the core values 
that distinguish Al Busath  from other leading Companies. 

CORPORATE HEALTH, SAFETY
AND ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT 

Al Busath is committed to the safety and health of its employees and to the preservation of the 

environment to people of today and future generations. 

We will meet our commitment by: 

“Safety First” is our motto. With an emphasis on  

safety from Management,Al Busath is having a  
Health,Safety and Environment System implemen- 
ted for the well being of all employees to  
provide a healthful and safe work environment. 

System Establishment based upon the most 
stringent regulatory requirements and recognized 
best management practices. 

Regular assessment and auditing of all our 
operations so as to be in agreement with our policies 
and standards with the goal of continuous 
improvement and development. 

Producing products/services consistent with our 
environmental responsibility. Our stewardship 
includes careful conservation of the natural resources we use in all the areas of the 
company. We always look for ways to reduce waste, promote recycling, and increase 
efficiency of our energy and water use. Our goal is to take an active role in using both 
natural and recycled resources in an environmentally sound manner. 
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           FINANCIAL
 INFORMATION

Al Busath follows the International Accounting Standards and Practices set forth  

and produces financial statements every year. Currently, Al Busath enjoys a healthy 
relationship and maintains international banking facilities. 

Al Busath realizes the importance of analyzing Company's financial position and has a 
clear understanding of how its business is doing financially. For Al Busath to be able to 
predict and plan for the future, a fairly thorough understanding of financial 
statements is essential. A sound understanding of financial statements will: 

> Identify unfavorable trends and tendencies in the business's operations.
> Monitor cash flow requirements on a timely basis, and identify financing

needs early.
> Monitor important indicators of financial health.
> Monitor periodic increases and decreases in financial position.
> Monitor performance against Al Busath developed financial plan.

For better movements in Financial circuits locally or Internationally, Al Busath connects 
its accounts with clients, suppliers or vendors through the following Banks: 

➢ Dubai Islamic Bank
➢ Abu Dhabi Islamic Bank
➢ RAK Bank
➢ Sharjah Islamic Bank
➢ Abu Dhabi Commercial Bank
➢ NBQ
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   Corporate Objectives 

Al Busath have enjoyed numerous recognized achievements within a 

short span of time as a “Total Solution Provider” for all types of agricultural 
requirements by organizing our talents and resources specialized in various  
fields of Agricultural projects. 

The corporate aim has been consistent since the launching of the company . The 
Company focus and value reputation for integrity, technical excellence and 
customer satisfaction as well as professional success and development of its 
employees. 

The principal objective is to govern the uniform conduct, policies and 
procedures for the company with compliance. 

To maintain and further enhance the quality of services, by introducing 
the most sophisticated technology and automated monitoring systems 
throughout in each and every level. 

Institutionalize the corporate training programmes to ensure effective 
development of the Staff members and through orientation of new 
employees. 

Improvise the efforts to hire qualified and talented individuals with 
strong technical, management and business development credentials 
and vast experience to support and accelerate company 's growth. 

When these objectives are combined with group Vision and Mission, the 
formula for success is realized. Looking forward to the future, we strive to 
achieve increase in our size, capabilities and our contributions to related Industries. 
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The company has participated in many international agricultural events as an expression 

of how rapidly interest in agricultural activity in the region and stand on the provision 

of all agricultural inputs, the latest development over the past years to keep pace with 

the rapid growth in the techniques used in this field. 
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   Al Busath  Departments

With a successful track record  Al Busath, specializes in all kinds of Design Build G.H Projects: High-Rise 
Steel and Concrete Buildings,Commercial,Institutional and Residential Facilities. 

Al Busath is ranked among the top Contractors of the region with its substantial experience 
in bringing difficult and sensitive projects to successful completion with high quality standards. 

The Company's philosophy remains Client driven rather than revenue driven. With the 

market of work Al Busath target customer satisfaction, repeat business, and excellent 

referrals from previous projects. 

The Company managed by qualified professionals with extensive experience in erection not 
Only simple steel structure but also steel structures of complex nature within the committed time 

frame and adhering to established safety norms. 

Al Busath is having its own infrastructure facilities with latest machineries & equipments 
and highly skilled and equipped manpower to execute the 
works to international standards with the following organizational chart. 
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RECENT PROJECTS: 

• Design & Construction of 1Ha of Farmhouse on farm no.1021 in Al Bahyah, Abu Dhabi-
A project of Crown Prince Court (CPC)
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Major - Greenhouses Projects 
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• Design & Construction of 1Ha of Farmhouse on farm no.549 in Al Samhah, Abu Dhabi-
A project of Crown Prince Court (CPC)
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• Design & Construction of 1Ha of Farmhouse on farm no.788 in Al Bahyah, Abu Dhabi-
A project of Crown Prince Court (CPC)
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• Design & Construction of 1Ha of Farmhouse on farm No.02 in Al Faya, Abu Dhabi-
A project of Crown Prince Court (CPC)
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• Design & Construction of 1Ha of Farmhouse on farm No.16 in Al Faya, Abu Dhabi-
A project of Crown Prince Court (CPC)
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• Development of Greenhouse, Nethouse & Open Field farm at Al Wathba, Abu Dhabi-
Private Department of President (PDP) – Ongoing Project.
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• Greenhouse project (Second phase) at Al Dhaid, Abu Dhabi-
Department of Public Works (DPW) Government of Sharjah – Ongoing Project.
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 PREVIOUS PROJECTS: 

• Design & Installation of Green Houses with Hydroponics – Column Technique system for Al Sidra Agri.
At Dubai region
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• Construction of Green Houses including the civil works for the whole compound (36000m²) of  

               the farm for H.H Sheikha Fatimah Bint Mubarak at Al Dhed  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Design, Installation & testing of a Research station including Greenhouses & Net houses completely 

computerized controlled dosing, fertigation, shading & weather station for FAO at ICBA, Dubai. 
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• Design, Installation & testing of Greenhouses, Civil works including accommodation facilities,

Irrigation & Electrical Network for multiple farms under The Private Affairs Department of

H.H Sheikha Fatima Bint Mubarak.
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• Al Busath has vast experience of supplying and assembling of steel water tanks ranging from

20,000 USG -500,000 USG in various projects.
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• Design, Installation & testing of Hi- Tech, Mid-Tech & Low-tech Greenhouses at Baniyas

Research Centre for ADFCA.
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• Design, Installation & testing of Greenhouses for Khalifa Fund Enterprises for the support

Of local farmers with addition of Civil works & water treatment.
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Project Fencing 
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• To satisfy more customers we sharing to design and contract the gardens and landscapes  

of many privates homes and villas using the newest grass carpet and irrigation systems  

  

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Also we installing and building many private and governmental playground such as what happen  

in Al Dhafra school in Al Ain city 
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• Managing & maintenance Al Ain Club for Disabled under Zayed Foundation for

Humanitarian Care (caring of playground maintenance and irrigation systems)
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• Some more Hard & Soft Landscaping for private clients
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• Installation of Artificial Turf for One & Only, The Palm Resort, Dubai
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• Design & Installations of Complete Landscaping works for H.H Sheikha Fatimah Bint Mubarak
at Sheikha Al Yazia farm.
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• Design & Installations of Complete Irrigation system for the area of 14 hectares for
H.H Sheikha Fatimah Bint Mubarak
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• Design & Installations of Complete Irrigation Glazed Water Tank with capacity 1,000,000 for
H.H Sheikha Fatimah Bint Mubarak at Sheikha Al Yazia farm.
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➢ From vast experience shows our reputation which also reflects among our

clients as their interest grows with each span. With clients from

different sectors & origins which includes Governmental & Public

sector with some major as follows:

• The private affairs department of H.H Sheikha Fatimah Bint Mubarak

• H.H The Rulers Court

• Engineering Office – H.H Sheikh Mansour Bin Zayed

• Engineering Office – H.H Sheikh Mohammad Bin Rashed Al Maktoum

• The Department of Presidential Affairs

• The private affairs department of H.H Sheikh Saif Bin Zayed

• Abu Dhabi Food Control Authority (ADFCA)

• Abu Dhabi Farmer Services Centre (ADFSC)

• Dubai Municipality

• Sharjah Airport

Major Clients 
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➢ Al Busath has recently emerged as the distributors of many famous Brands

as well around the Globe for almost all Agricultural Products which includes:

• Outer Green Houses Coverings (Polycarbonate, Plastic Films, Fiber Glass)

• Pots / Gutters / Gulley / Trays

• Exhaust Fans / Recirculation Fans

• Shade net / Anti-Insect Net / Floor Covering Net / Crop Covering Net

• Thermic Screens

• Fertilizers

• Artificial Grass/ Other Landscaping products

• Growing Medium (Coco peat / Perlite / Rock wool / Potting soil)

• Pesticides / Pest control

• Dosing System / Filters / RO Systems

• Fertigation Units

• Complete Irrigation Equipments

• Seeds (Fruits / Vegetables / Flowers)

• Electrical Panels / Thermostats / Humidistat

• And many others Agricultural Machineries

Distribution / Trading 
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  Al Busath manages to obtain a strong binding relation with several international 

famous companies for its turnkey & high tech projects which follows as: 

• Bosmaan Vanzaal (The Netherlands)

• MSC (Spain)

• CERTHON (Netherland)

• ROYAL BRINKMAN (The Netherland)

• HORTIMAX (The Netherland)

• MARCHEGAY (France)

Consortium with Int’l Companies 
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